
INDUSTRIAL EDGE
MCN’s new Nature Cross Collection Celebrates Chic Industrial Style. 
Industrial chic is one of today’s hottest trends with a sleek, minimalist look that incorporates a mix of modern and retro design. 
MCN European Enterprises brings the industrial look to the bathroom with their new Nature Cross Collection. 

This extraordinary collection captures signature elements of industrial style with gleaming metal finishes and fixtures that 
resemble pipes taken from an old factory or warehouse. The handles in this collection are beautifully detailed, with a utilitarian 
cross design capped with rounded balls. The starkness of the design is softened by graceful curves and columns, creating a 
finished look that is comfortably at home in a contemporary or traditional décor. 

The Nature Cross Collection is available in a variety of configurations that make it easy to create a cohesive bathroom environ-
ment. Choose from a wide spread faucet, a Roman tub set with hand-held shower, a tub spout, and thermostatic and pressure 
balance tub and shower sets. Available finishes include polished chrome, brushed nickel and polished nickel. MCN Faucets 
are found in fine plumbing showrooms nationwide, with retail prices for the Nature Cross line starting at $590.

As with all MCN fixtures, the Nature Cross Collection is crafted to the highest standards of quality and excellence. With 
manufacturing facilities in Italy, MCN captures the essence of European style and is a true leader in a global market. 

For more information about the Nature Cross Collection and other lines by MCN, go to 
www.mcnfaucets.com.

ABOUT MCN FAUCETS
MCN European Enterprises is committed to making well-designed faucets both accessible and 
affordable. Known for their beautiful modern, mid-century and traditional styles, MCN offers a full 
range of quality plumbing hardware, from faucets and tub spouts to shower valves and shower-
heads. Manufactured in Italy, all MCN fixtures are made of solid brass and crafted to last a lifetime. 
With its global operating system, MCN offers real-time delivery and an amazing array of cutting-edge 
designs that cannot be found anywhere else. View their collections at MCNfaucets.com or call 
855-610-6262 for details.
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14441 N. 73rd Street

Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Toll-free 855.610.6262

Fax 312.327.1818

www.MCNfaucets.com

MCN FAUCET CONTACT:
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P: 855.610.6262
F: 312-327-1818
michael@MCNfaucets.com
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Jennings & Company
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